
140.5± Acres$1,395/Acre  



One of the hardest finds in Central Mississippi is a property that can provide trophy

buck hunting, big duck shoots and strutting toms. Located approximately 15 miles

southeast of Louisville, this 140.5± acre tract in Winston County, MS provides the

opportunity for just that! The property is bordered by Nanih Waiya Creek and is ideal

for someone looking for “swamp” hunting. A wildlife timber cut was performed

approximately five years ago which has created a wildlife haven with natural forage

and bedding. Navigate the property with ease through the thickets and along the

sloughs on the internal trail system.

This property will have periods of flooding, it’s no secret however, you can see from

the pictures the wildlife is here! One food plot is in place and the regenerating timber is

of age that additional, strategically placed food plots can easily be opened up. When the

creek gets out, swap your focus to the travel corridors that those big bucks like to use.

Regarding duck hunting, the cypress sloughs tend to hold water year-round, yet one of

the coolest features is the open, 3± acre duck hole in the back corner of the property.

This is an area that could be hand planted and would be ideal for a duck food source.

Finally, to complete the trifecta for hunting, there has to be turkey. Every turkey hunter

knows that longbeards love thickets. There are roosting areas along the sloughs and

neighboring properties, and plenty of trails for them to navigate on their morning and

mid-day strolls.

This a pure hunting tract. There will be times where hunting is easy and times where

you have to break out the boat and waders…but that is what makes bottomland hunting

so special! For more details and to schedule your private showing, call Adam Hester

today.









Click for Interactive Maps

140.5±Acres

Ownership Map

32.992027, -88.894549

https://mapright.com/ranching/maps/b2616c88fb29f2b12d20d0fa13c09177/share/unbranded
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Directions From Louisville, MS: From the intersection of HWY
14 and MS-397 South, drive south on MS-397 for 12.7 miles.
Turn left onto MS-490 East and in 1.5 miles, the property
entrance will be on your left.

Directional Map


